
The list below is a working document, meaning it is reviewed and updated annually following the

guidelines outlined in the Oklahoma Academic Standards.  All books on this list have been reviewed for

use by the EPS ELA Lit Review Committee.  The review notes below reflect the opinions of the review

committees. All summaries are from professional sources expressing objective reviews.

Grade 9 English

Night by Elie Wiesel
Use:Whole Class Read

Summary: Elie Wiesel's Night is one of the most widely read and accaimed Holocaust memoirs. Wiesel

was 15 when he, his three sisters, and his parents were sent to Auschwitz. In spare prose, Wiesel

recounts the unimaginable horrors of life in Auschwitz and Buchenwald and the loss of his deeply held

religious faith. "Never shall I forget that night, the first night in camp, which has turned my life into one

long night, seven times cursed and seven times sealed.” While Night is assigned reading in middle and

high schools around the world, parents should be aware that the violence and brutality in the book are

shocking and often unceasing. For speaking out against injustice, violence, and repression, Wiesel was

awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1986. * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Short but engaging, this text contextualizes The Holocaust

●Supports students in building empathy

●Aligns with World History curriculum

●Explores themes of grief, loss, death, justice, forgiveness, family, love, and hate

●Poetic language supports students in literary analysis

●Provides diverse historical, cultural, and ethnic perspectives

Alternate Text: Mausby Art Spiegleman

9th Grade Lit Circle Choices

Farewell to Manzanar by Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: Farewell to Manzanar is a memoir of Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston's childhood as a prisoner in

the Manzanar concentration camp in Owens Valley, California. Co-written with her husband, James D.

Houston, the story begins with the arrest of Jeanne's father, Ko, who is accused of using his fishing boat

to assist the Japanese military. The rest of Jeanne's family are later forced to leave their home and are

transported to Manzanar, where they are eventually reunited with Ko. Because of the subject matter,

this book can be disturbing to sensitive young readers. It includes details about violent events, including

a family fight, a riot in the camp in which rocks and tear gas are used, and the violence escalates until

several men are shot. All of this is set against the backdrop of World War II battles and bombings. Also

potentially upsetting is Ko's behavior, as he is sometimes erratic and angry, and often drunk.



Overall, Farewellto Manzanar does an excellent job of engaging readers while educating them about the

United States' imprisonment of American citizens during this period. * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Presents diverse cultural and historical perspectives

●Supports students in contextualization of WWII

●Encourages meaningful discussion about current and historical events

●Text is a useful parallel to Night (Core 9th grade text)

Dreamland Burning by Jennifer Latham
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: After 17-year-old Rowan Chase finds a skeleton in an outbuilding on her family’s property in

Tulsa, Oklahoma, she sets out to investigate. Almost 100 years earlier, in Jim Crow–era Tulsa, 17-year-old

Will Tillman finds himself at the center of violence and lawlessness on the night whites looted and

burned Greenwood, a thriving African-American community within the city. In all, 35 blocks and nearly

1,300 homes and businesses were destroyed; 8,000 black Tulsans lost everything they owned; and at

least 300 people died. Will is white and Osage. Like Will, Rowan is biracial (African-American and white).

She comes from a wealthy family and must face her own class privilege as well as uncomfortable

parallels between the century-old murder mystery she’s trying to solve and present-day race relations in

her community and the nation as a whole. Alternating narration chapter by chapter between Rowan and

Will, Latham presents a fast-paced historical novel brimming with unsparing detail and unshakable truths

about a shameful chapter in American history. For more than 50 years, Tulsa’s schoolchildren didn’t learn

about the race riot, and many outside of Tulsa remain unaware today. This masterfully told story fills this

void.An unflinching, superbly written story about family, friendship, and integrity, set during one of

America’s deadliest race riots. (Mystery/historical fiction. 14-18) * Kirkus Reviews

Review Notes:

●Dual narration supports students in reading complex literature

●Text addresses a relevant historical event in our state

●Cross-curricular ties support standards met in Oklahoma History (9th grade course)

●Encourages meaningful discussion about current and historical events

●Engaging and relatable text

●Presents diverse cultural and historical perspectives

●Text would also be appropriate for a whole class read

●Text is a useful parallel to Night (Core 9th grade text)

Of Mice and Men By John Steinbeck
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: George and Lennie are two itinerant ranch hands who arrive in California's Salinas Valley

during the Great Depression, after being run off from their last assignment up North. Lennie possesses

great physical strength but has the intellectual capacity of a child. George is the more calculating of the

pair, but even he gets caught up in Lennie's dreams of owning a farm. As they find work and try to build a

stake that will bring them closer to their dream, George and Lennie discover how easily Fate can upset



their best-laid plans.This classic short novel, often required reading in middle school or high school, is

one of the most affecting portraits of America during the Great Depression. It offers a glimpse of men

attempting to hold onto their dreams of a better life when the odds of their success are miniscule. *

Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Engaging text that offers students opportunities for critical thinking and thoughtful discussions

●Offers diverse historical perspectives and contextualization of The Great Depression

●Addresses themes of loneliness, responsibility, disability, racism, sexism, gender roles, and action

versus intent.

●Classical text

●Supports students in literary analysis and close reading

Punching the Air By Ibi Zaboi & Yusef Salaam
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: A single punch leads to a fight between Amal and his friends—all Black—and a group of white

boys from a gentrifying part of his neighborhood. Amal is found guilty of assault while his friends are

given plea deals. All are sent to prison, while the white boys involved are not charged at all. In prison,

Amal gets a stark education on how unjust the justice system is as he witnesses guards abusing their

power, administrators carelessly ignoring the welfare of the imprisoned as if their lives are disposable,

and the avenues of “rehabilitation” proving to be decrepit and empty. Only Amal’s painting and poetry

allow him to withstand the torture of physical beatings and solitary confinement. Zoboi worked with

prison reform activist Yusef Salaam to create Amal’s story in verse. Yusef himself was a victim of wrongful

incarceration when he and four other young men were convicted of a crime they did not commit. His

experiences lend a visceral gravitas to Zoboi’s pen, and together they capture Amal’s emotional struggles

as he grasps for hope despite his circumstances. Moreover, they accurately depict the justice system as

an engine fine-tuned to crush the urban poor and young Black men in particular. Prescient and sobering,

Zoboi’s book is a vital story for young readers in a tumultuous time.* Booklist

Review Notes:

●Incredibly accessible book

●Verse novel supports students in learning about poetry and literary analysis

●Represents diverse global, cultural, and ethnic perspectives

●Based on a narrator’s experience, this book opens opportunities to discuss current events

●Fast paced text is great for reluctant readers

●Supports students in critical thinking and engaging discussions

●Text includes strong language

To Kill a Mockingbird By Harper Lee
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: Parents need to know that Harper Lee's 1960 novel To Kill a Mockingbird addresses the

terrible impact of racism in America through a little girl's point of view. The story takes place in

Depression-era Alabama, in the fictional town of Maycomb, which Lee patterned after her own



hometown of Monroeville. The narrator, 6-year-old Scout Finch, and her brother Jem and their friend Dill

play children's games, but they also have a clear view of the adults in their world. Their youth and

innocence contrasts with the prejudice, cruelty, and poverty they often observe. There's some

threatened and real violence in this Pulitzer Prize winner: A man breaks a child's arm; a rabid dog is shot

and killed; there is a stabbing death; the children and their father, Atticus Finch, confront a lynch mob;

and the court case at the center of the novel involves a Black man who's been accused of raping and

beating a white woman. Some of this violence is whiskey-fueled, as well. Profanity includes "damn,"

"bastard," and "son-of-a-bitch." The "n" word and "('n'-word)-lover" is used liberally by some residents

of Maycomb as if it's perfectly commonplace, and by others as a weapon. The children in the novel learn

powerful lessons about the impact of poverty and prejudice, and the importance of empathy, and so will

those who read this classic. * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Classic text that fits within the Bonds Between Us unit

●Important use of literary and rhetorical devices

●Offers diverse historical, cultural and ethnic perspectives

●Cross generational text that gives students opportunities to discuss the text with family/community

members

●Text offers insight regarding race, social class, gender, and respect

●Due to text complexity, students in TKAM lit circle groups may need extra support and guidance

The House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: The House on Mango Street is a coming-of-age novel originally published in 1984 about a girl

named Esperanza growing up in a lower income Latino neighborhood in Chicago. The book begins when

she's 12 and ends when she turns 14. It features gritty material including child abuse, men who treat

their wives like captives, and a scene where a group of boys sexually assault a girl. It's not graphically

described, but it's implied that she was raped. Esperanza is a smart, gifted narrator who's determined to

say goodbye to her neighborhood and forge a better life and a home of her own. This book is often used

in the classroom setting, and parents and teachers can use it to open up a variety of discussions,

including about the importance of consent. One mother smokes a cigarette, and there are references to

drinking. *Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Text includes diverse representations

●Works well in lit circle settings

●Accessible read for struggling readers

●Opportunities for literary analysis

●Written in short vignettes instead of one clear narrative

All American Boys By Jason Reynolds & Brendan Kiely
Use: Lit Circles



Summary: Rashad Butler is a quiet, artistic teen who hates ROTC but dutifully attends because father

insists "there's no better opportunity for a black boy in this country than to join the army." He heads to

Jerry's corner store on a Friday night to buy chips, and ends up the victim of unwarranted arrest and

police brutality: an event his white schoolmate Quinn Collins witnesses in terrified disbelief. Quinn is

even more shocked because the cop is Paul Galluzzo, older brother of his best friend and Quinn's mentor

since his father died in Afghanistan. As events unfold, both boys are forced to confront the knowledge

that racism in America has not disappeared and that change will not come unless they step forward.

Reynolds and Kiely's collaborative effort deftly explores the aftermath of police brutality, addressing the

fear, confusion, and anger that affects entire communities. Diverse perspectives are presented in a

manner that feels organic to the narrative, further emphasizing the tension created when privilege and

racism cannot be ignored. Timely and powerful, this novel promises to have an impact long after the

pages stop turning. Great for fostering discussions aboutcurrent events among teenage audiences. *

School Library Journal

Review Notes:

●Engaging text with parallels to current events

●Supports students in seeing how they can impact their world/community

●Provides students with diverse perspectives

●Engaging and thought provoking read

●Text includes strong language and violence


